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INTRODUCTION
Peterson et al. (2018a) provided constructive commentary on the
Díaz et al. (2018a) presentation of “nature’s contributions to
people” (NCP). Their discussion also built nicely on the other
recent commentaries that discussed the similarities and
differences of NCP and ecosystem services (ES), and the
implications, not only for Intergovernmental Science-Policy
Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), but
also broader science and policy (e.g., Braat 2018, De Groot et al.
2018, Díaz et al. 2018b,c, Faith 2018a, Peterson et al. 2018b). It
is not surprising that NCP has prompted all these discussions; the
NCP framing may well influence the way we look at both the “B”
and the “ES” in IPBES. As Díaz et al. (2018a) noted, NCP is an
evolving framework. Its impact on IPBES assessments is not yet
fully clear, noting that it was introduced after completion of some
of the assessments, and in midstream for others (the regional
assessments). Nevertheless, although the timing may not have
been perfect, it seems clear that NCP is prompting worthwhile
exploration of some issues that have been brewing for some time.
Here, I will build directly on the useful discussion by Peterson et
al. (2018a), to highlight some of the key issues for both the “B”
and the “ES” in IPBES.
Díaz et al. (2018a:272) associated NCP with a “paradigm shift”
in adding aspects of nature-people relationships that are missing
from ES. Díaz et al. argued that the “NCP concept extends beyond
the highly influential yet often contested notion of ecosystem
services,” noting that, historically, “the ecosystem services
research program proceeded largely without benefiting from
insights and tools in social sciences and humanities.” Díaz et al.
(2018b) summarized this key argument: “Substantial innovation
in the NCP approach comes from incorporating the social sciences
and humanities (SSH) much more centrally.”
In response, others have argued that there is no real difference
between NCP and ES. De Groot et al. (2018) characterized NCP
and ES as “synonyms” (see also Costanza et al. 2017), and warned
that “a hurried and top-down introduction of NCP as if it were
a ‘new’ term risks plunging the large and diverse ES/NCP
community into unnecessary paralysing debates...” Braat (2018:
A1), writing as Editor-in-Chief of the journal Ecosystem Services,
noted the history of ES papers already covering social sciences
and other topics, and argued the following:
The authors of the Science paper have either missed all
those developments....or have consciously chosen to
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ignore them, which raises questions about their
intentions, and about the quality of IPBES publications
to come.
Thus, Braat expressed concern about neglected history, and
indeed about the possible adoption of a misleading, or even false,
history (I return to this below, in evaluating the ES movement’s
own argumentations). Here, I highlight this issue, in part, because
my own brief commentary (Faith 2018a) discussed the problem
of neglected history, and its contribution to “paradigm drifts.”
As an example, I noted how both NCP and ES argumentation,
in different ways, has misrepresented key messages from the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA). My argument was that
such paradigm drifts may prop up an alternative story line, or
even a supposed “paradigm shift.”
My other motivation for highlighting “paradigm drifts” in that
commentary was to examine how biodiversity may be treated in
NCP, as compared to ES, framings. I referred to the early history
of writings (going back roughly 50 years) about the value of biotic
diversity (see review by Faith 2017). Historically, the loss of biotic
diversity itself became a concern because this loss of living
variation was interpreted as a loss of options for future
generations (e.g., Ehrenfeld 1970, Iltis 1972, Haskins 1974, Roush
1977, see also historical reviews by Mazur and Lee 1993, Farnham
2007). My commentary described a biodiversity paradigm drift,
where not only this basic history, but also the fundamental
importance of these global “option values,” have been neglected.
It is apparent, in all these discussions of NCP/ES “paradigm rifts,”
that history matters. Díaz et al. argued that cultural gaps exist
that were foreshowed in work over the past decade; Braat noted
years of ES papers that seemed to already cover what was claimed
by Díaz et al. as innovative and new; Faith's “paradigm drifts”
theme suggested that sometimes progress may be made more by
considering what is old (and maybe neglected) than what is
supposedly new.
PETERSON ET AL. ON NCP AND ES
The commentary by Peterson et al. (2018a) draws on the history
of ES studies, in arguing that there is a significant “shortfall” in
the NCP framing:
By replacing the term “ecosystems” with “nature,” we
argue that the nature’s contributions to people approach
underemphasizes the extent to which social-ecological
processes are shaping the world’s ecosystems.
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Peterson et al. highlighted, as a contrast, the history of ES work
on human-transformed ecosystems, and they noted that “neither
urban nor agro-ecosystems are typically considered or classified
as “nature”” (see also Peterson et al. 2018b). Here, some recent
history immediately is relevant. Díaz et al. (2018a) was not the
first exposition of NCP; earlier IPBES papers that specifically
focused on NCP include IPBES (2017) and Pascual et al. (2017).
IPBES (2017:3) presented the rationale for NCP, and importantly
noted:
IPBES considers all contributions of nature to the
quality of life of humans as NCP, irrespective of how
much human input is embedded in them through coproduction.
This appears to effectively counter the NCP shortfall claimed by
Peterson et al. Thus, while Peterson et al. usefully highlighted the
potential contributions from social-ecological processes shaping
the world’s ecosystems, there does not seem to be an immediate
distinction to be made between ES and NCP in this context.
Recent history also helps to reveal another misrepresentation by
Peterson et al. (2018a). This relates to biodiversity, and to the
NCP category called “maintenance of options” (IPBES 2017,
Díaz et al. 2018a). Peterson et al. argued the following:
Another major advance of the Díaz et al. (2018a) paper
is related to the notion of the “maintenance of options”
type of nature’s contributions to people (NCP 18; Díaz
et al. 2018a), enhancing “the capacity of ecosystems
to keep options open in order to support a good quality
of life” (Díaz et al. 2018a:SM). [Emphasis added]
It is good to see this enthusiasm for the “maintenance of options”
NCP, which has been linked to biodiversity option values (Faith
et al. 2017, Faith 2018a; Davies et al., in press). However, Peterson
et al. here make a revealing misquotation. Díaz et al. (2018a:Table
S1), in that Supplementary Material (SM), in fact describe
“maintenance of options” as the “Capacity of ecosystems,
habitats, species or genotypes to keep options open in order to
support a good quality of life.” [Italics added]
Misquotes are always a disservice to the reader, but this
misrepresentation by Peterson et al. is particularly unfortunate
because it gives the impression that the maintenance of options
NCP is only about how ecosystems support human-well-being.
In accord with this narrow perspective, Peterson et al. go on to
endorse this maintenance of options NCP because it “represents
a welcome place for cross-fertilization between the ecosystem
services related research and the fields of resilience, adaptive
capacity, transformation, and vulnerability.” That accords nicely
with ecosystem services work already progressing in that context,
but it misses the point about how this NCP links to global option
values of biodiversity (and its roughly 50-year-old history,
referred to above). Indeed, the words excised by Peterson et al.
from the IPBES definition (Díaz et al. 2018a, see also IPBES 2017)
are exactly those that make the link to the various components
of biodiversity that provide global biodiversity option value (for
related discussion, see Faith 2003, 2017).
An interpretation of the maintenance of options NCP, as only
about how ecosystems support human-well-being, can make a
critical difference in the IPBES assessments. To illustrate this, we

can compare a chapter from the IPBES “Methodological
assessment of scenarios and models of biodiversity and ecosystem
services” (IPBES 2016), which addressed nature’s benefits but
preceded NCP, to a chapter on nature’s benefits (Davies et al., in
press) from the IPBES Asia-Pacific regional assessment, which
addressed the NCP framework.
Within the IPBES scenarios and models assessment, Peterson coled Chapter 5, “Modelling consequences of change in biodiversity
and ecosystems for nature’s benefits to people” (Peterson et al.
2016). As indicated in the introductory chapter to that overall
assessment (Ferrier et al. 2016), Chapter 5 could be expected to
include the following:
Models addressing the consequences of changes in nature
for the benefits that people derive from nature, and that
therefore contribute to good quality of life (human wellbeing) - including, but not limited to, ecosystem goods
and services (Ferrier et al. 2016:11).
Logically, this would include direct benefits from biodiversity,
including an historically fundamental benefit: biodiversity option
values. Yet, in Chapter 5, this was never addressed. Instead,
Chapter 5 set out to describe “the current state of ecosystem
service models” (Peterson et al. 2016:201) and the chapter’s
background focused on benefits from ecosystems: “Demand for
ecosystem services is increasing even as the intensified human
modification of Earth’s ecosystems is reducing the capacity of
these ecosystems to continuously provide these benefits” (p. 205).
Discussion of models incorporating biodiversity was only in the
context of functions: e.g., in referring to: “Models of biodiversity
and models of ecosystem services are not well connected.
Ecologists increasingly understand how biodiversity produces
ecological functions“ (p. 202).
Now, compare that to a recent IPBES assessment under the NCP
framing. Chapter 2 of the Asia Pacific regional assessment
(Davies et al., in press) addresses NCP, including maintenance of
options. The assessment addressed biodiversity option value as
one important aspect of maintenance of options, by adopting the
biodiversity measure, “phylogenetic diversity” as an established
proxy for option value (for background discussion, see Faith
2017). This Asia Pacific assessment chapter examined the status
and trends globally for six major taxonomic groups, by looking
at expected phylogenetic diversity losses. Thus, this regional-toglobal perspective on nature’s contributions to people did not
consider ecosystems, but it did focus on other biodiversity
components, including species and genetic (phylogenetic)
aspects.
The Peterson et al. (2018a) commentary expressed concern about
“replacing the term “ecosystems” with “nature.”” That concern
appears unwarranted, for two reasons: first, reference to NCP
does not imply a neglect of human-transformed ecosystems, and
second, and more importantly, it is exactly the reference to
“nature,” and not just “ecosystems,” that promotes the
consideration of global option values of biodiversity, as a key
contribution of nature to people (see also Faith 1997, 2003, 2017).
ECOSYSTEM SERVICES ARGUMENTATION
The Peterson et al. (2018a) commentary seems to have echoed the
perspectives from the scenarios and models chapter (Peterson et
al. 2016), in focusing on benefits from ecosystem services. I think
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that this narrow perspective illustrates a more wide-spread
problem. This may be understood by placing the commentary in
the broader history of ES argumentations. For example, note that
Peterson et al. (2016:204) justified their focus on “ecosystem
services” in this way: “Nature provides multiple benefits to human
societies. Throughout this chapter, these benefits are referred to
as ecosystem services (MA, 2005b).”
I noted earlier how ES argumentation sometimes has
misrepresented key messages from the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment (MA); this reference by Peterson et al. to the MA
similarly is misleading. Importantly, the MA did not limit the
multiple benefits of nature to “ecosystem services.” In referring
to benefits, the MA distinguished between ecosystem services and
biodiversity option values. For example, the MA’s “Biodiversity
Synthesis” (MA 2005:7) concluded the following:
Conservation of biodiversity is essential as a source of
particular biological resources, to maintain different
ecosystem services, to maintain the resilience of
ecosystems, and to provide options for the future.
Faith (2018a; see also Faith 2017) noted occasions where the MA
has been recast as focused on ecosystem services from ecological
production functions. Here, “biodiversity” is interpreted as
supporting ecological functions. Thus, the narrow interpretation
of the MA in the Peterson et al. (2016) chapter echoes other ES
writings.
I think that this example illustrates a more general, recurrent,
problem. One way to assess this is to return to the concerns about
neglected, and false, history (see above) that were raised by Braat
(2018) in his critique of NCP, and to apply these same standards
to ES itself. I divide this discussion into two closely related aspects
of ES argumentation:
1. Neglecting the history of biodiversity option value in the
common statements that biodiversity value is based (only)
on ecological functions, and;
2. Erecting a false history that ES developed as way to improve
the case for biodiversity conservation, with ES work
expanding the appreciation of biodiversity value beyond
intrinsic value, to include anthropocentric values for the first
time.

Neglect
The first point can be illustrated well by looking at two
encyclopedia entries:
The Encyclopedia of Biodiversity has a whole chapter dedicated
to “The Value of Biodiversity” (Dasgupta et al. 2013:168). This
chapter states the following:

(Cavender-Bares et al. 2013:73), the value of biodiversity is
constrained in the same way:
A major challenge for the integration of biodiversity
conservation and providing for human well-being through
the framework of sustainability is the appropriate
valuation of biodiversity. This challenge begins with
determining the relationships between biodiversity and
ecosystem function, and between ecosystem functions
and their value of in terms of well-being, relationships
which are incompletely understood.
These narrow characterizations extend to other, recent,
argumentation about biodiversity value. For example, Seddon et
al. (2016:7) defined “biodiversity services” purely in terms of
ecological processes:
Biodiversity is structured by a range of ecological
processes ....These processes—which can be termed
‘biodiversity services’—underpin and determine the
stability, resilience, magnitude and efficiency of the
functions and properties of ecosystems.
Faith (2018b) contrasted that narrow definition of “biodiversity
services” with the previous use of the same term to include
biodiversity option values. More importantly, this narrow
definition adds to the other narrow characterizations of
biodiversity value, noted above, that neglect previous history of
thinking on biodiversity value that goes back some 50 years.
False history
Early history will not be discovered if history is rewritten. The
neglect of biodiversity option value sometimes has been
supported by a false history. In this story line, biodiversity
historically had been recognized only as having intrinsic value,
until ES provided it with anthropocentric values for the first time
(a false history discussed in Faith 2012, 2017).
Daily et al. (2011:5) summarized this story line:
Including the value of ecosystem services ... does not
replace or undermine the intrinsic value of nature, nor
the moral imperative to conserve it ..... If we can add how
nature contributes to human wellbeing to the arguments
for conservation, why wouldn’t we?
This has been a popular theme for ES workers. For example,
Balvanera et al. (2001:2047) highlighted two principal
approaches, one “focused on biodiversity conservation for its own
sake, independent of human needs or desires” and the other
“focused on safeguarding ecosystem services for humanity’s
sake.” Reyers et al. (2012:503) similarly stated that “despite
appeals about the intrinsic value of nature” biodiversity
conservation is struggling, and argued the following:

The value of biodiversity derives from the value of the
final goods and services it produces. To estimate this
value, one needs to understand the “production
functions” that link biodiversity, ecosystem functions,
ecosystem services, and the goods and services that enter
into final demand.

In response, some within the conservation community
have attempted to broaden the base of support for
biodiversity conservation by adopting the concept of
ecosystem services and by arguing that the conservation
of biodiversity matters not only because of its intrinsic
value but because it is essential for human well-being
(Reyers et al. 2012:503).

Thus, the value of biodiversity here is tied only to ecological
“production functions.” Similarly, in the Encyclopedia of
Biodiversity chapter on “Sustainability and Biodiversity”

This idea that ES set out to broaden the recognized value of
biodiversity, beyond intrinsic value, appears to now be established
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as a cornerstone of ES history. For example, consider what is
perhaps the most-cited history of ecosystem services: GómezBaggethun et al. (2010). This historical account presents the
original motivation for considering ecosystem services as focused
on biodiversity conservation:
It starts with the utilitarian framing of beneficial
ecosystem functions as services in order to increase public
interest in biodiversity conservation (Westman, 1977...
(Gómez-Baggethun et al. 2010:1209).
In reality, Westman (1977) did not refer to biodiversity (nor
“biotic diversity”). Westman linked functions instead to various
aspects of ecology, including “how components of the system
interact” (p. 961) and “the flow of materials and energy” (p. 963).
The inaugural paper in the journal, Ecosystem Services (Braat
and de Groot 2012), basically repeat this same quote from GómezBaggethun et al. (2010), reinforcing the story-line that ES work
was motivated by biodiversity conservation needs, and provided
biodiversity with anthropocentric value for the first time.
I conclude this section with a caveat. I have only referred here to
a small sample from the history of writings on biodiversity value
and on ES (some additional historical perspective is provided in
Faith 1997, 2003, 2017). But perhaps this sample is enough to
warn us of a possible paradigm drift and its consequences.
Peterson et al. (2018a) perhaps did not intend it, but, in fact,
strengthened the case for why we need to move beyond standard
ES framing. Peterson et al.’s use of a misquote, referring only to
“ecosystems” as keeping options open, helps make the case why
“replacing the term “ecosystems” with “nature,”” may be a good
idea.
BIS IPSUM IPBES EST?
This tongue-in-cheek Latin title asks, twice-over, what "IPBES"
itself means, given that both the “B” (biodiversity) and the “ES”
(ecosystem services) parts may not yet have clear meanings in
IPBES. I have described briefly the biodiversity paradigm drift
associated with ES, but the status of “biodiversity” in IPBES
assessments also now depends on its articulation within the NCP
framing.
Faith (2018a) suggested that the “maintenance of options” NCP
could help “repair” the biodiversity paradigm drift, but Faith also
was troubled that the term “biodiversity” was not used in the
description of that NCP (for useful discussion, see also Díaz et
al. 2018c). In fact, in the earlier IPBES NCP papers (IPBES 2017,
Pascual et al. 2017), the term “biodiversity” also hardly appeared
anywhere in the texts.
This may reflect uncertainty that persists in the working definition
of “biodiversity” in IPBES. Faith (2017) reviewed how definitions
of biodiversity, under the ES argumentation, often have referred
to most any aspects of ecology that support ecosystem services
(so, providing something of a self-fulfilling prophecy that ES will
give value to biodiversity). This issue may have been a
consideration in development of the IPBES conceptual
framework (Díaz et al. 2015:12), where biodiversity was linked
properly to the idea of living variation, but the definition also was
expanded to include “changes in abundance and distribution over
time and space within and among species, biological communities
and ecosystems” (see Faith 2017 for discussion).

The NCP framing may help promote a reconciliation, adding
meaning to Peterson et al.’s (2018a) title phrase “welcoming
different perspectives in IPBES.” The NCP category,
“maintenance of options,” is appropriately broad enough to not
only reinforce the importance of biodiversity as variety (with
option value, insurance value, etc.), but also reinforce the
importance of various aspects of ecology, linked to integrity,
resilience, etc., that provide maintenance of options within
ecosystems. Appreciating the importance of the former
underscores the long history of biodiversity itself as having
recognized value. Appreciating the importance of the latter
underscores the long history of integrity and resilience as having
recognized value, without any requirement that all that be labelled
as “biodiversity.”

Responses to this article can be read online at:
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
php/10195
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